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Abstrakt
Cieľom práce je aplikácia lokálnych aproximátorov pre riadenie reálnych mecha-
tronických sústav pomocou metódy dopredného riadenia predstavujúcej zaujímavú
alternatívu k metódam využívajúcim globálne aproximátory. Po ukážkových prík-
ladoch funkcie lokálnych aproximátorov bol navrhnutý algoritmus implementovaný
pre riadenie dvoch sústav, elektronickej škrtiacej klapky a výukového modelu mag-
netickej levitácie, predstavujúcich vysoko nelineárne a nestabilné sústavy. Skúmali
sme, či riadiaci algoritmus bude mať pozitívny vplyv na presnosť regulácie, ďalej bola
skúmaná jeho schopnosť prispôsobiť sa zmene parametrov sústavy a tiež prípadná
možnosť jeho implementácie pre mikrokontrolér znížením vzorkovacej frekvencie.
Výsledky ukázali, že riadenie založené na lokálnych modeloch zlepšilo riadenie v
porovnaní s jednoduchým PID regulátorom a že má schopnosť adaptability. Veľmi
výhodné sa zdá byť jeho použitie pre zariadenia umožnujúce vzorkovaciu frekvenciu
do 1 kHz.
Klíčová slova
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cia systému, dopredný riadiaci algoritmus, normalizovaná stredná kvadratická od-
chýlka, adaptabilita
Abstract
The main aim of this thesis is application of local approximators for control of real
mechatronic systems by means of feed-forward control which represents a promis-
ing alternative to methods utilizing global approximators. After instances of how
local approximators work they were implemented for control of two plants: elec-
tronic throttle and educational model of magnetic levitation, which both represent
highly non-linear and unstable systems. It was observed whether the designed al-
gorithm would improve the regulation accuracy, further its adaptability to to the
plant’s parameter change was tested and finally the convenience of its implementa-
tion for MCU was observed by lowering sample frequency. The results shows that
local-models based control have improved regulation in comparison with PID used
alone and that it is adaptable. Moreover, its utilization by MCUs providing sample
frequency up to 1 kHz seems to be very advantageous.
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1 Introduction
Mechanical system extended and completed with sensors and microcomputers could
be understood under the term of maechatronic systems [42]. In recent years with
progress in manufacturing of powerful and relatively cheap micro-controller units and
with progress in control theory, simple controllers, represented by well-known PID,
are being replaced by more sophisticated controllers with extended functionality,
e.g. calculation of non-measurable variables, the adaptation of controller parame-
ters, the detection and diagnosis of faults and, in the case of failures, a reconfigu-
ration to redundant components [1]. These, so-called, intelligent systems are very
effectively used in industry. As majority of developed mechatronic products work
usually under various external conditions, i.e. their own or external parameters are
being changed ”on-line”, there is a strong demand on adaptability of control system.
There are many alternative learning methods that can be chosen when approaching
adaptability, e.g. from the neural network, the statistical, or the machine learning
literature [9].
When spoken about approximators, usually it concerns with some type of artificial
neural networks (e.g. sigmoidal NN), which are widely tested and used for various
purposes and represent learning with global basis function used for fitting all of the
training data [3]. The drawback of global data fitting is low robustness towards
interference which can have unwanted consequences as shown in [4]. To overcome
this, algorithms with spatially localized basis function has been introduced (e.g. [8],
[7]), represented e.g. by nearest neighbour or weighted average local approximators
(so-called local models) or by radial basis function neural networks.
In 1998, S. Schaal and C. G. Atkeson introduced in their work [4] an incremental
learning algorithm called Receptive fields weighted regression (RFWR), based on
radial basis function networks, but without necessity of storing unnecessary data,
with high robustness towards negative interference and with ability to overcome the
bias-variance trade-off [10]. Receptive fields, represented by linear function and dis-
tance metric function, fit, step-by-step, the training data points only in chosen region
around the desired point, i.e. they estimate output at query point only from com-
bination of points in its neighbourhood, involving some particular non-parametric
regression techniques [10]. In this thesis, three main algorithms based on local mod-
els are described; then, usage of RFWR algorithm is tested on simulation tasks,
firstly on simple 2D and 3D functions fitting, afterwards on inverse dynamics and
kinematics fitting and finally its suitability for feed-forward control of damped oscil-
lator. Further, the RFWR algorithm is applied to the two real mechatronic systems:
magnetic levitation educational model and electronic throttle and its adaptability
to the plant’s parameters change is tested.
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2 Problems formulation and aims
of solution
The main goals of this project can be summarized in the three points:
1. Examples of use of local approximators algorithms in computer simulations.
2. Real-time control of at least two non-linear unstable systems using one of
the local models algorithms in feed-forward control, where the algorithm will
approximate inverse dynamics or kinematics of the system.
3. Test the designed controllers’ adaptability to external conditions changes.
After decomposition of particular goal points into more detailed tasks, following
problems arose:
 There are more possible algorithms based on local models that can be used
for the purpose of real-time control, therefore all of them have to be studied
and the most appropriate one should be chosen. This point requires literature
study of individual algorithms and their possible utilization.
 By inverse dynamic/kinematic task, the input to the local models approxi-
mator is represented by state vector, consisting of position, velocity and in
the case of dynamics also of acceleration. However, only one of the variables
is measured in praxis and the others have to be gained either by numerical
derivation (integration) or some other way. Both possibilities should be anal-
ysed and appropriate method for getting the state vector should be chosen.
 It is very helpful, that Matlab codes of local approximators are available on the
internet [11], but they can be used only for “off-line” simulation experiments,
i.e. the update or, so called, training process of receptive fields has to be
done “off-line” first, using pre-generated training data, and only after that
the trained receptive fields can be used for inverse model approximation. The
reason is that any Simulink program running in real-time is compiled into
C code and therefore it can not call any Matlab function or file from the
Workspace as the Matlab code uses a little different function library and code
structure so that e.g. some expressions could not be compiled. The solution
is to rewrite Matlab code into Embedded Matlab code which can be compiled
into C. Of course, it brings some restrictions to the code structure so that this
point requires study of differences between Matlab and Embedded Matlab and
modification of the code according them.
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 The controller based on local models should be tested on real plants; when
choosing the particular ones, the statement “The more non-linear and unsta-
ble it is, the better” was followed. Before applying the controller to the real
plant, its suitability has to be tested on simulation models of the plants to
overcome possible difficulties. Therefore it is necessary to analyse in details
non-linearities of the plants, their reasons and possible ways of their compen-
sation, to obtain as precise simulation model as possible, with respect to the
requirements.
 The application of local models has already been tested a few times on real
plants but the fact is that when coming on this project, it was not clear
whether local models algorithm would contribute to regulation improvement
and whether it would show any adaptability to external conditions; there-
fore there are no requirements about how accurate and how adaptable the
designed feed-forward controllers (further FFC) should be in the layout. But
the feed-forward control will be considered successful if it manages to decrease
normalized mean square error under its lowest value reached by PID controller
used alone and tuned as well as possible.
 The last point we are interested in is analysing the possibility of utilization of
the FFC in commonly used MCUs.
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3 Literature survey
3.1 Local models
1 As it was mentioned in chapter 1, method called Receptive fields weighted regres-
sion (RFWR) was firstly introduced by S. Schaal and C. G. Atkeson [4] in 1998.
It is based on their former study of locally weighted regression (LWR) [3] where
the essentials of locally weighted learning are summed up and a non-memory based
algorithm is proposed.
3.1.1 Locally weighted regression
LWR assumes that we have a training sets of n input vectors consisting of m ele-
ments {x1,x2, . . . ,xn } and output data {y1, y2, . . . , yn} consisting of n values. The
prediction ŷ(q) for query point q is estimated by emphasizing data similar to q
and de-emphasizing dissimilar data. Relevance is measured by calculating distance
d (xi,q) between the query point q and each data point input vector xi. [3]. The dis-
tance function used in all the algorithms proposed by these authors is fully weighted
Euclidean distance (eq.3.1), also known as Mahalanobis distance, where xi repre-
sents i − th input vector, xj is its j − th component and M is distance function
matrix.
dE(x,q) =
√∑
j
(mj(xj − qj))2 =
√
(x− q)TMTM(x− q) (3.1)
This distance is then used to compute a weight for each data point by involving it
in a weighting or so called kernel function.
K(d) = e−
d2
2 (3.2)
Finally, prediction ŷ for query point q is computed as a weighted average:
ŷ(q) =
∑
i yiK(d(xi,qi))∑
iK(d(xi,qi))
(3.3)
Every yi from eq.(3.3) is computed by linear function (eq.3.4) which is defined by
parameter of locally linear model β and by compact form of center-subtracted,
augmented input vector to simplify the notation. [4]
yi = (x− qi)Tbi + b0,i = x˜Tβ (3.4)
1Whole section is based on two sources: [3] and [4]
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3.1: Local models
Parameter β is gained by weighted regression, what can be done either by weighting
the minimization criterion (eq.3.5) or by weighting data directly (see [3]), but the
both approaches are equivalent.
C(q) =
1∑
iwi
∑[
(xTi β − yi)2K(d(xi,q))
]
(3.5)
It should be noted that Gaussian kernel can be replaced by other kernel type, e.g.
triangular, exponential, quadratic, bi-quadratic, bi-cubic, etc. and as well instead
of linear function in can be used other low order polynomial, but linear function is
considered a favourable compromise between computational complexity and quality
of results. The aim of training (update) process is to find proper values of distance
matrix M by substituting it for values from chosen range and computing normalized
mean square error of the estimation of whole training set. This matrix M is further
used in estimation process.
According to [3], LWR algorithm can be divided into following steps that are per-
formed; the first two ones represent learning (training) process, all the other steps
are partst of prediction process.
1. Training data set generating: first, input vectors consisting of random values
of selected range are generated and afterwards output vector is computed from
the input vectors according to the desired functionality.
2. Optimal distance metric search: after setting initial lower and upper limits for
distance metric, cross validation is used to find the optimal distance metric,
which is passed to the prediction process then.
3. Test data generating: one of trajectory generators described later in section
4.2 is used for this purpose; state vector is formed according to the input
reference signal for each reference point.
4. Training data shifting: to get prediction for the query point, it is necessary to
shift the query point defined in previous point into zero, so that appropriate
distance metric can be computed for it.
5. Distance metric computing: according to [3], Mahalanobis distance metric
computed for particular query point.
6. Weighting kernel computation which utilizes previously defined distance met-
ric; in our case Gaussian kernel is used.
7. Training data weighting: training data are multiplied by Gaussian kernel func-
tion which defines how the points surrounding query point will affect the pre-
diction in it.
8. Regression performing: final prediction for query point is computed using
equations from [3]
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3.1: Local models
3.1.2 Receptive fields weighted regression
The drawback of LWR is that the parameters of receptive fields can not be changed
on-line during approximation process; this was objective of their further study and
resulted in RFWR algorithm which represents incremental learning system for re-
gression problems [4]. Authors underline two major points about RFWR:
 It is local learning, i.e. learning without competition, gating nets, global
regression on the top the local receptive fields
 It is incremental learning, i.e. learning without knowledge about the input
and conditional distributions basics
This algorithm is based on the former one and performs basically the same steps
but it differs from the former one in a few points.
The first main one is that it does not create final prediction ŷ from all the data from
input space but it defines receptive fields which represent a set of data localized
around the centre of receptive field whose size and shape are defined by distance
metric matrix Dk and prediction ŷ is then formed by the sum of predictions of indi-
vidual receptive fields. The mathematical background is the same as in LWR, it also
uses weighted regression; weighting (kernel) function characterizing each receptive
field and determined by its location in input space ck and positive distance metric
Dk is defined in the same way as kernel function in previous case (eq.3.2):
wk = exp
[
−1
2
(x− ck)TDk(x− ck)
]
, where Dk = MTkMk (3.6)
Matrix Dk is positive definite and is formed from upper triangular matrix Mk. Value
of distance metric is determined manually such that an initial receptive field covers
a significant portion of the input space. According to [5], D matrix can be also
estimated as diagonal matrix of normalization vector, represented by the variance
of each input dimension σ2i , multiplied by scaling parameter h:
D = h · diag(n1, n2, . . . nn), where ni = 1
σ2i
(3.7)
The second main difference between RFWR and LWR is that RFWR is on-line
learning algorithm which is provided mainly by following changes in LWR algorithm:
 The update of the linear model parameters βi by introducing a penalty term to
minimization criterion (eq.3.5) where γ represents the strength of the penalty;
new criterion has following form:
J =
1
W
∑
i
wi‖yi − ŷi,−i‖2 + γ
∑
i,j
D2ij, where W =
∑
i
wi (3.8)
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3.2: Normalized mean square error
 Incrementally adjusting upper triangular matrix Mk by gradient descent with
learning rate α:
Mn+1 = Mn + α
∂J
∂M
(3.9)
 Adding and pruning receptive fields. A new receptive field is added when
a training sample [x,y] does not activate any receptive field by more than
selected threshold wgen. In this case, x becomes a center of a new receptive
field c, D is set to the initially chosen value as well as all the other parameters.
Receptive field is pruned in the case when training point activates two receptive
fields more than value wprune, the field with higher determinant of D matrix
is pruned.
It is necessary to mention one more parameter: meta learning rate Θ which replaces
the gradient descent update of M by second order gradient descent to gain learning
speed.
Advantages
Pros of RFWR, in comparison with other approximators, e.g. sigmoidal neural
network, are:
 Learning algorithm determines parameters for each receptive field indepen-
dently without any information about the other receptive fields, in contrast
with competitive learning.
 It adds or prunes RF as needed, so the number of RFs can adjust to the
learning problem
3.1.3 Locally weighted projection regression
S. Vijayakumar, A. D’Souza and S. Schaal have already improved RFWR for approx-
imation in high dimensional spaces with redundant and irrelevant input dimensions,
which is described in their work Incremental On-line Learning in High Dimensions
[6]. Whereas we do not expect neither high dimensional spaces nor irrelevant di-
mensions, we have not spent much time by studying this method.
3.2 Normalized mean square error
For measurement of approximation error, normalized mean square error is commonly
used, e.g. [4], [36], [37]; it is computed as the MSE on the test set normalized by the
variance of the outputs of the test set [4] and can defined by eq.(3.10) where yi is
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3.3: Feed-forward control
test set (desired) value and ypi is predicted value, N is number of samples involved
in computation.
nMSE =
∑N
i=0(yi − y2pi)
N · var(y) (3.10)
3.3 Feed-forward control
The source [38] states three basic points about feed-forward control:
 It can be designed in some cases when major load disturbance to a process
may be measured.
 It is used in conjunction with feedback control and often provides multiple
input-single output (MISO) control.
 Its advantage is that corrective action is taken for a change in a disturbance
input before it affects the control parameter.
Fig. 3.1: Block diagram of feed-forward control taken from [40].
“In the most ideal situation, feed-forward control can entirely eliminate the
effect of the measured disturbance on the process output. Even when there are mod-
elling errors, feed-forward control can often reduce the effect of the measured distur-
bance on the output better than that achievable by feedback control alone. However,
the decision as to whether or not to use feed-forward control depends on whether
the degree of improvement in the response to the measured disturbance justifies the
added costs of implementation and maintenance.” [40]
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3.4: Trajectory generation
3.4 Trajectory generation
One of the key tasks in this thesis is to design appropriate trajectory generators.
General definition of trajectory is that it is the path a moving object follows through
space as a function of time [34]. There are many possible methods providing either
desired trajectory or velocity, it depends on the task we want to solve and on the
plant we use. Very interesting seems to be Optragen, a Matlab toolbox for numerical
solutions of optimal control problems. [35]
3.5 Modelling of electronic throttle non-linearities
According to [22] there are two main reasons of electronic throttle non-linearity:
 Dead zone where the throttle plate remains motionless even if the input signal
varies in a given interval
 Hysteresis combined with saturation caused by the resistive torques (spring
and frictions)
Many people are already involved in electronic throttle modelling and control re-
search, well known are e.g. Pavkovic, Deur et al. who published a report [19] in
2003 in which they explored possibility of limp-home non-linearity and friction com-
pensation by three different friction models and on the basis of them they proposed
their own hybrid friction model; in their work [18] they designed controller with
the ability of self-tuning based on the same principles and in [20] they incorporated
previously designed model of electronic throttle to the complex model of Automo-
tive power train dynamics; very interesting is [21] where self-tuning and adaptive
controller is designed and tested. The friction compensator they use in almost all
they works is based on static, Dahl and LuGre friction models.
According to [23] there are four basic possibilities of static model realization:
Coulomb, Coulomb + viscous, stinction and Stribeck model. In our experiments,
the first one, described by eq.(3.11), was implemented due to its simplicity; FC
represents friction force proportional to normal load, v is velocity.
Ft = FC · sgn(v) (3.11)
Dahl and LuGre belong to dynamic friction models and are more complicated. An-
other variant of dynamic friction modelling is Reset-integrator method whose equa-
tions (3.12 - 3.14) are again taken from [23].
Ft = [1 + a(z)]σ0(v)z + σ1
dz
dt
(3.12)
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3.5: Modelling of electronic throttle non-linearities
a(z) =
{
a if |z| < z0)
0 otherwise
(3.13)
dz
dt
=
{
0 if (v > 0andz ≥ z0) or (v < 0andz ≤ −z0)
v otherwise
(3.14)
Function a(z) is a term whose purpose is to model stinction, σ1 dzdt is damping term
which is active only in the case of stinction and dz
dt
is the additional state determining
the strain in the bond 3.14. σ0 is a friction force when slipping and is an arbitrary
function of velocity. There are four tunable parameters (σ0, σ1, a, z0) which can be
chosen to give a desired features.
The spring in electronic throttle plays an important role as it does not only returns
the throttle plate to the neutral position but it also ensures that the throttle remains
slightly open (so called default angle [24]) in a case when no driving torque is gener-
ated by DC motor or in the case of failure - this safety safety recovery position [17]
is refereed as ”limp-home” position. From all the possible ways of spring modelling
(e.g. [21], [17], [2], [24], etc.) the following one seems to be the most clear (fig.3.2),
taken from [2]. There is measured position ϕ on the x axis and applied moment
M on the y one. The figure above includes also hard-stops models representing the
Fig. 3.2: Spring characteristic according [2]).
limits of throttle plate operation range. At the figure, they are described as springs
with very high stiffness; mathematically they can be defined as in eq.(3.15) where
bHS hard-stop damping and kHS is hard-stop slope. The equation is again taken
from [2].
MHS = kHSϕ+ |ϕ| bHSϕ˙ (3.15)
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3.6: DC motor models
3.6 DC motor models
DC motor is usually defined by three equations (3.16-3.18), where u is input volt-
age, R is rotor resistance, L is rotor inductance, ui represents induced voltage, mel
is electrical torque generated by motor and elements cφ represent motor’s torque
constant also called back emf constant [25].
u(t) = Ri(t) + L
di(t)
dt
+ ui(t) (3.16)
ui(t) = cφϕ˙(t) (3.17)
mel(t) = cφi(t) (3.18)
A model of electronic throttle DC motor is proposed in [2] in which dynamics of
electrical system is neglected and the model is further extended by transmission
model.
u(t) = Ri(t) + ui(t) (3.19)
i =
u(t)
R
+
cφϕ˙(t)
R
(3.20)
mel(t) = i12η12cφi = kM1u(t) + kM2ϕ˙(t) (3.21)
Where kM1 and kM2 are aggregated constants, i12 is transmission ratio, η12 is trans-
mission efficiency.
3.7 Magnetic levitation
The identification of magnetic levitation educational model produced by Humsoft
s.r.o. is based on the manual [14] written by the producer. With the highest
probability, the Master thesis [26] is based on the same source but extended by
theory explanation and original PID and state-space controllers design. Many works
considering magnetic levitation identification and control can be found in literature;
in [31], neural networks are used for estimation of generally non-constant parameters
of magnetic levitation; [33] proposes a simple adaptive control; in [30] a robust
adaptive non-linear control is described and fuzzy sliding-mode controller is proposed
in [32]. There are also many works dealing with practical application of magnetic
levitation in bearing systems, e.g. [27] proposed adaptive control of magnetic
bearing; in work [28] a self-sensing bearing is designed; fuzzy logic is used for
modelling and control in [29].
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4 Problem analysis and methods
4.1 Feed-forward control
The principles of feed-forward controller are roughly described in section 3.3. In
this thesis, FFC based on local models algorithm used in co-operation with PI or
PID controller is proposed and tested. One or more structures of receptive fields are
added to controller in the way as shown at figures (4.1) and (4.2); RFWR works as
an inverse model of a plant without having any knowledge about it, except for data
used for training (update) process. There are two major approaches to the task of
update process:
1. Generate training data off-line (either by giving a mathematical equation or by
computer simulation or by experimentally by measurements) and then perform
off-line training of receptive fields; this solution is showed at fig.(4.1).
2. Perform training process on-line, during simulation, what is shown at fig.(4.2).
Measured position, its first and second derivation ([x, x˙, x¨]) and control out-
puts to the plant (u) represent input data for training process in which RFWR
algorithm tries to find appropriate number of receptive fields and their param-
eters; signals from trajectory generator ([xd, x˙d, x¨d]) represent desired position
and velocity to which the algorithm tries to map correct action values (uRFWR)
using receptive fields with parameters obtained in training process. Training
process runs meanwhile the whole simulation and causes an adaptability of
the system to the change of plant’s parameters.
In the both situations, the action values from local models and from PID are added
together to form final action value to the plant (and also to training process of
local-models algorithm in the second case). It has to be noted that acceleration
Fig. 4.1: Block diagram of feed-forward control using receptive fields in “off-line
learning method”.
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4.2: Trajectory generator
Fig. 4.2: Block diagram of feed-forward control using receptive fields in “on-line
learning method”.
is usually excluded from RFWR inverse model for both training and prediction
processes because values gained by double derivation of the position sensor signal
may be irrelevant, especially later in experiments on real plants.
4.2 Trajectory generator
An important part of FFC is trajectory generation because it affects the accuracy
of prediction of action value uRFWR. Whereas the RFWR parameters are updated
by mapping real action values to measured position and velocity, to get a precise
prediction, signals from trajectory generator should resemble to real ones, what
should not be a problem of position but it may be problematic in the case of velocity.
That is the reason, why velocity generated from desired position should copy the
one obtained by derivation of measured position.
There are two major types of trajectory generators: trajectory or velocity tracking.
For our purpose, we use the former one and although there are many possible ways,
we propose two simple ones for gaining velocity from reference position:
 Numeric derivation of position.
 Critically damped oscillator with tunable parameter ω defined by eq.(4.1)1.
ϕ¨ref = −ωϕref − 2
√
ωϕ˙ref + ωref (4.1)
Advantage of the first one is higher similarity if reference and real signal, as both are
formed by the same way, the advantage of the second one is that we avoid numerical
derivation, what may be problematic operation, another advantage is smoothness
of generated signal.
1Taken from Ing. R. Grepl, Ph.D.
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Fig. 4.3: Approximation of 3D function by RFWR algorithm.
4.3 Local models algorithms
After consideration, RFWR algorithms was chosen from local modes algorithm for
further usage whereas it represents a compromise between the LWR and LWPR; the
drawback of LWR does not provide on-line learning and on the other side, LWPR
is too complex for our purposes. Two ways of RFWR utilization are described in
this section, based on the two approaches to FFC design:“off-line” and “on-line”
approximation (figs 4.1 and 4.2).
4.3.1 Off-line approximation
It is understood nder this term that training and prediction process do not run
simultaneously but training data are generated first then they are passed to so
called “Update” algorithm, representing the training process in which appropriate
number of RFs is sought and their characteristics are estimated; these RFs are finally
passed to “Predict” algorithm where the estimation of output for individual inputs
is computed.
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3D functions approximation
To show how RFWR works, one function defined by equation (4.2) is presented in
this section; appropriate parameters were found for it to fit the desired function as
well as possible. Input data scaling ratio set to 1:5 so that tuning normalization
vector can be tested, what can be useful in real models, where every input has
different unit and range.
y = 5
√∣∣∣∣sin(2x1) + cos(12x2)
∣∣∣∣ (4.2)
Defined parameters:
 Number of training data points: 10, 000
 Range of input data: (−2; 1)x (−10; 10)
 Normalization of inputs: [x1n, x2n] =
[
1
σ2x1
, 1
σ2x2
]
= [1.18; 5.92]
 Distance metric matrix: D =
[
50 0.01
0.01 50
]
 Penalty: γ = 1.10−7
 Constant for RFs generating/pruning: wgen = 0.2;wprune = 0.9
 Learning rate: α = 250
 Meta learning rate: Θ = 250
The results (fig.4.2) are satisfying, nMSE of update (training) process is 0.031 and
nMSE of prediction process is 0.067; RFWR algorithm has generated 127 receptive
fields for this task.
Inverse dynamic task
The primary aim is to use RFWR in feed-forward controller, described in the next
section 4.1 which goes with inverse dynamics or kinematics therefore ability of
RFWR to approximate inverse dynamic task is tested. It represents a simple task of
summing states multiplied by generally non-linear parameters. The plant on which
RFWR is tested is damped oscillator defined by differential equation:
Mϕ¨+Bϕ˙+K1ϕ+K2sinϕ = u (4.3)
Following steps are to be taken:
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Fig. 4.4: Approximating inverse dynamic task of damped oscillator using RFWR.
 Generate data for update (learning) process: vector of output torques utr and
corresponding matrix Xtr consisting of n-values of position (in this situation
defined by angle), velocity and acceleration is generated by computing the first
and the second derivatives of reference signal and then passed into the plant
where force (torque) is calculated.
 Initialize update process with training data Xtr and utr, choose eligible ini-
tial parameter values of RFWR, especially distance metric D and learning
rates and let RFWR discover the appropriate number RFs and values of its
parameters.
 Design a source of reference signal, from which velocity and acceleration are
gained by numeric derivations; this represents the source of test data X.
 Run simulation in which RFWR algorithm computes a prediction u(t) for
input vector x(t) using receptive fields identified in update process.
The results can be seen at fig.(4.4) Initial parameters:
 Number of training data points: 10, 000
 Range of input data: 〈−pi/4; pi/4〉 × 〈−5; 5〉 × 〈−40; 40〉
 Normalization of inputs: [1, 1, 1]
 Distance metric matrix: D = diag
(
1
σ2pos
, 1
σ2vel
, 1
σ2acc
)
 Penalty: γ = 1.10−7
 Constant for generating/pruning receptive fields: wgen = 0.1;wprune = 0.9
 Learning rate: α = 20
 Meta learning rate: Θ = 20
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Number of generated RFs is 12 for this task, what is significantly less than in the
case of 3D function approximation; this is because the only non-linear parameter in
the case of inverse dynamics is sine function occurring in one element of the equation
which does not play so important role.
4.3.2 On-line approximation
Performing both learning and prediction process in one Simulink model is required to
enable on-line approximation. Our requirement is using Simulink model for real-time
control, therefore the Matlab code for update and prediction needed to be rewritten
into Embedded Matlab Function (EMF). It “executes for simulation and generates
code for a Real-Time Workshop target. The Embedded MATLAB Function block
supports a subset of the language for which it can generate efficient embeddable
code”2. All the further experiments (either simulation or real-time) employ on-line
approximation therefore any example is introduced in this section.
Modification of Matlab code
The modification entails two major tasks:
 Changing the commands which are not involved in Embedded Matlab Function
Library.
 Declaration of variable-size persistent vector of structures which would repre-
sent one RFWR structure
Considering the first task, there is always an alternative how to define a more com-
plicated command by a consequence of easier commands and this exactly was done
in this part. In the The second problem we need to declare persistent vector of
structures with variable size whereas the number of RFs is not constant, it varies
from task to task. The first solution was done in Matlab R2010b in which such
vector can be declared using command varsize. The problem is that dSPACE hard-
ware and software which is involved in real-time experiments utilizes older version of
Matlab (R2008b) whose Embedded Matlab does not support variable size vectors.
Instead of that, sufficient amount of memory is allocated at the beginning by set-
ting constant dimensions of the vector which is then initialized by empty structures
each representing one empty (not used) receptive field. During computation, only
non-empty structures are used.
2Taken from Matlab R2010b Product help
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Fig. 4.5: Schematic diagram of Rapid control prototyping.
4.4 Experiments set-up
The way of how all the real-time experiments were performed is called Rapid coltol
prototyping (RCP); it is one of the most important technologies for speeding up
the product development time as it provides an easy transition from the model-
based control design to target implementation utilizing hardware providing real-time
control [41]. The schematic diagram of RCP is shown af fig.(4.5). All experiments
were performed using following dSPACE hardware:
 DS1103 PPC Controller Board representing single-board system with real-time
processor and comprehensive I/O with high speed and accuracy and CAN
interface and serial interfaces ideally suited to automotive applications.3
 DS830 MultiLink Panel for connecting used components to a host PC.4
All real-time experiments were performed using Matlab R2008b software, with in-
stalled dSPACE RTI1103 toolbox, for C-code generation and implementation and
dSPACE Control Desk Developer Version software for performing experiments and
data acquisition.
4.5 Analysis of throttle torsion spring characteristic
The analysis of torsion spring characteristic is based on [2] and [17]; information
gained from the source were applied to our specific plant. The first step was to
3http://www.dspaceinc.com/en/inc/home/products/hw/singbord/ppcconbo.cfm
4http://www.dspaceinc.com/en/inc/home/products/hw/accessories/ds830multilinkpanel.cfm
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Fig. 4.6: Input-output characteristics of the plant for two variants of input signal,
individual experiments are described in tab.(4.1); x axes: measured position; y axes:
input values of voltage duty cycle.
measure response of the system to defined input signal and on the basis of that
analyse the spring characteristic.
First experiments were done with sine-wave input signal (fig.4.6 left) but we en-
countered a problem with high friction when trying to measure response to lower
frequencies what can be seen at the exp1. The reason is that when sine wave achieves
amplitude values, its slope is still getting smaller (vale is changing very slowly) and
due to high friction a burst of throttle plate position was observed. This is why it
was necessary to think of different input signal type and we decided for triangular
one whose results are at fig. (4.6) right. The advantage of this input is that it
allowed to observe responses also to lower frequencies without bursts of position.
Exp. No Input signal type Amplitude Frequency
[MU] [s−1]
1 sine wave 0.35 1/4pi
2 sine wave 0.35 1/2pi
3 sine wave 0.35 pi
4 sine wave 0.35 3/2pi
5 sine wave 0.35 2pi
6 triangular 0.35 1/4
7 triangular 0.35 1/6
8 triangular 0.35 1/8
9 triangular 0.35 1/10
Tab. 4.1: Parameters of input signals for I/O characteristics.
According to measured data a non-linear spring characteristic was explored; as
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Fig. 4.7: Estimating the spring stiffness characteristics for particular positions using
Matlab Curve fitting toolbox.
well as given in chapter 3, we assume three individual areas of spring stiffness: kCL,
kLH , kOP . These are defined by five points from I/O characteristic:
 [ϕCL, uCL] . . . point representing the throttle fully closed
 [ϕLHC , uLHC ] . . . point between the closed and limp-home position where the
spring stiffness starts to change
 [ϕLH , uLH ] . . . limp-home (neutral) position
 [ϕLHO, uLHO] . . . point between the limp-home and fully open position where
the spring stiffness starts to change
 [ϕOP , uOP ] . . . point representing the throttle fully open
Input u Position ϕ Stiffness k
[MU] [MU] [−]
CL -0.265 0.192 0.7705
LHC -0.253 0.207 -
LH -0.036 0.209 12.36
LHO 0.16 0.215 -
OP 0.278 0.459 0.4568
Tab. 4.2: Estimated parameters of throttle non-linear spring.
First, characteristic points were identified from the I/O measured characteristics and
afterwards the stiffness of individual spring area was determined using Matlab Curve
fitting toolbox, as shown at fig.(4.7); the resulting values are given in tab.(4.2) and
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they were further used for creating simulation model of the plant. It should be noted
that stiffness kCL and kOP estimations are based on the parts of I/O characteristic
where the throttle plate is moving away from the limp-home position, not towards.
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5.1 Magnetic levitation
The first step taken is definition of mathematical model of the plant, according
which a simulation model can be programmed in Simulink; afterwards experiments
on real plant have to be done from which parameter estimation should be performed
to obtain simulation model as similar to the real one as possible. Then, PID con-
troller and FFC based on RFWR algorithm should be tuned for sufficiently accurate
simulation model and suitability of FFC utilization should be analysed, as at the be-
ginning it is not sure whether it will improve the regulation or not. If the simulation
results of FFC are good enough, the controller will be implemented for real plant
of magnetic levitation by means of rapid control prototyping (RCP) using dSPACE
hardware.
5.1.1 Modelling and Identification
Mathematical model of the plant
The aim of mathematical modelling is to declare motion equation of the steel ball
by setting the sum of actions of all the involved forces to be zero, i.e all the applying
forces are in balance as shown in eq.(5.1), where Fa[N ] is accelerating force, Fm is
electromagnetic force, Fb[N ] and Fg[N ] represent damping and gravity forces.
Fa = Fm − Fb − Fg (5.1)
The current flowing in the coil produces a magnetic field applying electromag-
netic force to the ball, which can be described by formula (5.2), derived from elec-
tromagnetic co-energy.
Fm =
kci
2
(x− x0)2 (5.2)
Where i[A] represents current flowing in the coil, x[m] is position of the ball,
kc[Nm
2/A2] represents coil constant and x0[m] is a coil offset. Substituting eq.(5.2)
into eq.(5.1), motion equation is of the form (5.3), where m[kg] is gravity of the
ball, g[ms2] is gravitational acceleration and kFV [N/ms] is magnetic and mechanic
damping constant.
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mx¨ =
kci
2
(x− x0)2 − kFV x˙−mg (5.3)
ADC and DAC models
dSPACE hardware DS1103, used for real−time experiments and data acquisition,
provides 16 analog−to−digital differential unipolar inputs and 12 differential unipo-
lar analog outputs.
Its ADC unit consists of 12 inputs internally connected to load socket, two inputs
having their own ground sense line not connected to load socket and two inputs used
for remote−control of the power supply. All the inputs have 12 bit resolution, 1.1µs
conversion time, one integrated sample/hold and input span 0− 20V [13]. For our
purpose, AD channels 3 and 5 are used.
ADC can be modelled by linear function (eq.5.4) with ADC coefficient kAD = 0.02
and ADC offset u0. When exploring the response of the plant to an input signal, we
discovered that input signal range 0− 20V is mapped to the ”machine units” range
0− 0.5[MU ], so that ADC coefficient is kAD = 0.02 (eq.5.5).
yMU = kAD · yV + u0 (5.4)
kAD =
yMU(max)
yV (max)
= 0.025
[
MU
V
]
(5.5)
All DAC unit outputs have resolution of 12 bit, 20µs full−scale settling time to
1 LSB, and output range of 0− 10V [13]. Channels DACH1 and DACH5 are used.
DAC unit can be as well modelled by linear function (eq.5.6), so that when setting
the input range for the plant to 0−0.5MU , DAC coefficient kDA = 20 for conversion
from MU to V, is defined in eq.(5.7).
yV = kDA · yMU + u0 (5.6)
kDA =
uV (max)
uMU(max)
= 20
[
V
MU
]
(5.7)
Power amplifier
The purpose of power amplifier is to maintain the current constant at desired
value using feedback stabilization (5.1) and it can be mathematically defined by
first−order transfer function (5.8), where ki is coil and amplifier gain, Ta is coil and
amplifier time constant, kam is amplifier gain, ks is current sensor gain, RC and LC
are coil resistance and inductance and RS is resistance of feedback resistor.
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Fig. 5.1: Scheme of power amplifier structure.
F (s) =
I(s)
U(s)
=
ki
Tas+ 1
(5.8)
ki =
kam
(RC +RS) + kamksRS
(5.9)
Ta =
LC
(RC +RS) + kamksRS
(5.10)
Whereas parameters in eq.(5.9) and eq.(5.10) are unknown, time constant can
be estimated from response of the system to step signal [15]; but, according [14], the
amplifier is designed to be fast enough that the time constant Ta has a negligible
effect on results, therefore it can be excluded. Final transfer function is then defined
only by constant ki, so that current is proportional to input voltage (5.11).
i = kiu (5.11)
Position sensor
The ball movement is limited by hardware construction from xmin = 0mm to
xmax = 6.3mm, which are typical dimensions got from [14]. In this area, a linear
characteristic of used inductive position sensor is expected [16], so that measured
values in [MU ] for both positions xmin and xmax were noted down (tab.5.1), then
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x [mm] y [MU] y [V]
0 2.10−3 0.04
6.3.10−3 0.420 8.40
Tab. 5.1: Position sensor calibration
converted to [V ] and finally, the position sensor constant kx was determined as shown
in (5.13).
yV = kx · x (5.12)
kx =
yV (xmax)− yV (xmin
xmax − xmin = 1327
[
V
m
]
(5.13)
Simulink model
Simulink model of the plant (fig.5.2) is based on equation of motion (5.14), which
was created by substituting eq.(5.11) into eq.(5.3), where kf represents aggregated
coil and amplifier constant (5.15).
mx¨ =
kfu
2
(x− x0)2 − kFV x˙−mg (5.14)
kf = kc · ki (5.15)
All simulation experiments are performed using continuous-time solver with variable
step; default ode45 (Dormand-Prince) solver was used.
Fig. 5.2: Simulink model of magnetic levitation
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Parameter estimation
There are three unknown parameters in simulation model: kf , x0 and m. Ball
mass m can be either weighted or computed and we decided for the second one,
expecting more accurate results. Diameter of the ball was measured and its weight
was computed from its density ρsteel = 7800[kgm3] and its volume V ; calculated ball
mass is m = 8.4[g]. Parameters kf , x0 were obtained by measurements in closed
Fig. 5.3: Simulink model - regulation loop with PID controller
loop (fig.5.3), when the ball was kept in constant height by PID controller, so that it
had zero acceleration and velocity what implies that electromagnetic force equals to
gravitational force. If we assume unknown parameters to be constant, than relation
between input voltage and measured position should be linear. As the optimization
function (eq.5.16) is non-linear in parameters (c1, c2), non-linear least square method
in Matlab Optimization Toolbox was used for the purpose of estimating them.
u =
√
mg(x− c1)2
c2
(5.16)
Two experiments were performed and unknown parameters were computed from:
 Exp. 1 : Eight steady state points using non-linear least squares (fig.5.4a)
 Exp. 2 : Measured input-output data, when a ramp signal with small directive
was used as input (fig.5.4b)
Results of the experiments are in tab.(5.2). Values gained by both experiments
x0 kf
Exp. 1 0.0081 1.50.10−7
Exp. 2 0.0084 1.65.10−7
Modified manually 0.0084 9.7.10−8
Tab. 5.2: Parameters estimated by three methods
were used in simulation model and their suitability was tested and compared with
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Fig. 5.4: a.) Exp. 1 - eight measured points fitted by linear function, b.) Exp. 2 -
response of system to a ramp input with small directive and fitted by linear function
measured data; as it can be seen on fig.(5.5), the difference between both experiments
is barely visible, but data got from second experiment resemble measured data
more. Definitely, neither of the results is satisfying, therefore we tried out to modify
parameters by hand and for values shown in the third row of tab.(5.2), simulated
and measured data resemble the most (fig.5.6).
5.1.2 Control design
Although the system has one input and two outputs (current and position) it is
classified as SISO, with input voltage u and output ball position x. The aim is to
design a feed-forward controller consisting of two parts: PID controller and system
of receptive fields working as an inverse model of the plant.
PID Controller
First step is to tune PID controller. Reference signal is in machine units [MU],
what is more comfortable than using SI unit [m], as the movement of the ball
is relatively small (i.e. in [mm]) and especially RFWR initial parameters tuning is
more difficult then. PID was tuned by hand for the operation range (0.15; 0.65)MU ,
resp. (1.2; 5.1)mmm. Following PID gains were used for simulation experiments.
 kP = 20
 kI = 8
 kD = 0.03
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Fig. 5.5: Comparison of measured and simulated data: a.) Exp. 1, b.) Exp. 2
Feed-forward Controller
One structure of receptive fields, working as an inverse model of magnetic levitation,
is added to controller in the way as shown in fig.5.7; acceleration is excluded from
inverse model for both training and prediction processes. To simulate noise from
position sensor, white noise is added to position signal, from which the velocity
is computed using continuous numerical derivative and continuous-time transfer
function (5.17), instead getting it directly form simulation model.
Fs =
1
0.01s+ 1
(5.17)
RFWR tuning
Local models tuning is mostly the matter of finding appropriate learning rates α, Θ
and diagonal constants d for distance metric matrix D; as there is no exact algorithm
for finding them, it has to be done experimentally, with respect to the span of input
signals. Following values seem to work well:
 learning rate α = 250
 meta learning rate Θ = 250
 distance metric constant D = 50
Other initial parameters were set this way:
 inputs normalized by [1; 1] as well as output (also normalized by one)
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Fig. 5.6: Comparison of measured and simulated data: unknown parameters ob-
tained manually
Fig. 5.7: Scheme of feed-forward control using local models
 Parameters for generating/pruning receptive fields: wgen = 0.1;wprune = 0.9
 Penalty constant: γ = 1.0−7
Reference and trajectory generators
Reference signal is formed by Simulink block Reference uniform number within
bounds xmin[MU ] and xmax[MU ], with sample time 1s, which is passed through
first-order transfer function (5.18) to make the signal smooth.
Fs =
1
0.02s+ 1
(5.18)
Trajectory is generated from the measured signal by critically damped oscillator
defined by eq.(4.1) and with smoothing parameter ω2 = 2000.
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5.1.3 Simulation results
Fig. 5.8: Feed-forward control of simulation model: step start of RFWR compensa-
tion after 10s learning process
First 10 seconds, the plant is controlled by PID only, while RFWR structure
is being trained using input and output data from the plant; after 10s, RFWR
prediction algorithm is turned on and local models become dominant in action values
formation, while PID fills up just peaks (fig.5.8). The problem occurs when RFWR
compensation is turned on as it makes high overshoot, which can damage the plant;
to solve this, local models compensation is put in action gradually, multiplying it
by ramp function from zero to one with slope 0.2, so that the RFWR launching
process takes 5 seconds (fig.5.9). The drawback of this approach is slower regulation
improvement what can be seen when comparing reference trajectory tracing of both
solutions. On the other hand, if considering the results of nMSE characteristics as
the most important criterion when judging regulation accuracy, the second case,
when RFWR is launched gradually, is better than the first one. Value of nMSE
15 seconds after RFWR was put into use is 1.27.10−3 in the second and 1.56.10−3
in the first experiment. Number of generated receptive fields is same in the both
experiments (88).
Of course results of the both experiments reflects a convenience of local models
utilization, whereas the nMSE is always lower when FFC is involved in regulation.
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Fig. 5.9: Feed-forward control of simulation model: gradual start of RFWR com-
pensation taking 5s after 10s learning process; two vertical dashed lines indicate the
beginning and the end of RFWR launching process.
5.1.4 Adaptability testing
Adaptability to parameters change of FFC was tested by changing ball weight. In
simulation part, the weight is being changed on-line during simulation process, what
can be explained, for example, as load change of MagLev trains, when people get
on and off. The experiment was set up in the following way:
 PID controller utilizes the same gains values as introduced in section 5.1.2
 In contrast with RFWR initial values from section 5.1.2, distance metric
constant d is set to 75 and upper bound for number of receptive fields is set
to 160
 Learning process lasts 10 seconds, RFWR launching takes another 5 seconds,
so that in the 15th second the RFWR compensation is fully turned on
 Further five second of stabilization of regulation
 The mass of the steel ball increases in the 20th second of the experiment
 Four individual experiments are preformed with following mass changes:
– 75% increase (i.e. from mass m0 to a new value m1 = 1.75 ·m0)
– 100% increase (m1 = 2 ·m0)
– 125% increase
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– 150% increase
 Performance of FFC is scoped out during another 20 seconds after the param-
eter change
Fig. 5.10: Adaptability test simulation; four individual experiments in which weight
of the levitating object was changed.
To evaluate the results, nMSE characteristics of all the experiments are used and
plotted in one figure; they are shown at fig.(5.10). It is visible that FFC has coped
with the parameter change very well in the first three cases and managed to adapt
to the new conditions and to reduce nMSE in 20 seconds. The results of the last
experiment, when the ball weight was changed 2.5 times, showed that RFWR algo-
rithm, with initial parameters stated above, is not able to cope with such massive
parameter change.
5.1.5 Rapid control prototyping
Real-time experiments were, in contrast with simulation ones, performed using dis-
crete time solver with fixed step which was for all experiments set to Ts = 1.10−4s;
this value is limited by complexity of the control system, especially by the number
of pre-allocated and used receptive fields.
Real-time Simulink model
Simulink models for real-time experiments use discrete-time solver with fixed step
and sample time Ts = 0.1ms. Regulation loop uses machine units [MU] instead
usual distance units [m], as the the motion of the ball is relatively small [mm] and
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tuning local models parameters may be more complicated (e.g. values of distance
matrix constant is of order 1.106 − 1.107). The span of values coming from ADC is
< 0; 0.5 > [MU ] therefore measured signal is multiplied by two what extends the
span to < 0; 1 > [MU ]. Blocks used in Simulink model for RCP can be sorted to
following groups:
 Communication with dSPACE hardware: these are blocks from dSPACE
RTI1103 toolbox bound with ADC/DAC units.
 Generation of reference signal and its first and second derivatives : used
Repeating sequence stair with sample time ti = 1s and with values
([0.45; 0.25; 0.65; 0.15; 0.5; 0.35][MU ]) cowering approximately 80% of motion
area of the ball, areas close to border positions are excluded as inaccuracy of
the position sensor is considered to be the highest there. Signal is smoothed
by discrete-time transfer function (eq.5.19) tuned in dependency on sample
time Ts.
F (z) =
1/250
z − 0.996 (5.19)
For velocity generation, the same model of critically damped oscillator as in
section 4.2 is used, with parameter ω = 2.105.
 Filtering measured signal and gaining velocity from it : signal from ADC is
affected by noise from sensor and needs to be filtered. For this purpose, two
filters were designed: average filter, computing an average value of six delayed
and one actual samples, and median filter, which was performed using Em-
bedded Matlab function; finally average filter was used due to its simplicity.
Filtered signal was derived and again filtered by average filter involving 12
values, as the derivation amplified signal noise.
 Blocks involved in control : here belong discrete-time PID block, Embedded
Matlab function with RFWR algorithm and input parameters blocks.
The final Simulink program for magnetic levitation real-time experiments, consisting
of the parts mentioned above, is shown at fig.(5.11).
5.2 Electronic throttle
The primary concern of this section is to design simulation model of electronic
throttle based on previous research and afterwards to project PID and feed-forward
controllers. When trying to find adequate model, these two aspects are considered:
 Accuracy - the more precise model we have the better
 Complexity - the lower complexity of the model the better
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Fig. 5.11: Simulink program for dSPACE real-time application.
Therefore modelling of the plant should start with the most simple version and its
similarity to the real one was tested. If it is acceptable we can continue by designing
control systems, if it is not, we have to set up more complex model.
5.2.1 Modelling and Identification
Mathematical model
The most simple model of the electronic throttle is made up of the following parts:
 Model of DC motor with neglected dynamics of electrical subsystem ( [2])
 Torsion spring model defined in section
 Coulomb model of dry friction
So that the equation of motion can be expressed by eq.(5.20); J represents moment
of inertia of throttle plate, ϕ¨ is second derivation of throttle plate angle and mel,
mspr and mF are electrical, spring and friction moments
Jϕ¨ = mel(u, ϕ˙)−mspr(ϕ)−mF (ϕ˙) (5.20)
Variables in this equation are, as well as in the case of magnetic levitation, trans-
formed into ”machine units” [MU] to make further computations more comfortable;
after doing this and substituting specific terms of the moments for the common ones
we get eq.5.21.
J∗ϕ¨ = u−B · ϕ˙−m∗spr(ϕ)− T · sgn(ϕ˙) (5.21)
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Here J∗ represents moment of inertia recomputed to [MU.s2/m], as well as m∗spr
is spring moment in [MU], B [MU.s/m] represents damping constant, T [MU] is
friction coefficient and u is input voltage, again in [MU], and its values are from
〈−1; 1 〉 . The reason is that for experiments on real plant pulse width modulation
(PWM), whose range is from −1 to 1, will be used to control the throttle voltage
supply. The model of the non-linear spring is based on experiments presented in
section 4.5; if we want to define it by means of mathematics, it will look like this1:
m∗spr(ϕ) =

kLH(ϕLHO − ϕLH) + kOP (ϕ− ϕLHO) if ϕ > ϕLHO
kLH(ϕLHC − ϕLH) + kCL(ϕ− ϕLHC) if ϕ < ϕLHC
kLH(ϕ− ϕLH) otherwise
(5.22)
Simulation model
All simulation experiments are performed in Simulink, using continuous-time solver
with variable step; default ode45 (Dormand-Prince) solver was used.
A Simulink model was built according to the equation of motion (eq.5.21) but fur-
ther simulations showed that this model did not work well; it was characterized by
numerical instability and inaccurate results, even when different solvers were used,
therefore it needed to be improved. Coulomb model of dry friction was considered
the main reason of numerical instability therefore it was replaced by the Reset inte-
grator model containing four parameters (σ0, σ1, a, z0) described in chapter 3. Here,
the parameter σ0 should be originally an arbitrary function of velocity but due to
the effort of make the model more simple, it was set to be constant. Despite this
simplification, using reset integrator model has dramatically accelerated the com-
putation process and after tuning parameters involved it has also improved results
in a significant way.
The comparison of responses of simulation and real model to the same input signal
is shown at fig.(5.12). According to the figure, it can be stated that the simula-
tion model is precise enough in whole range except for zero positions; this could
be improved either by tuning friction parameters in more precise way or by using
different friction model, but for our purpose, performance of given simulation model
is considered good enough, therefore neither more precise spring model nor hard-
stops model were involved. Estimated parameters are in tab.5.3. For realization
of simulation model, Embedded Matlab function was used because it provides more
comfortable way of programming, esp. of non-linear spring and of not so trivial
friction model. The code is not genuine work of the author of this thesis therefore it
is only a part of Appendix (see 11). Input signal is generated by Uniform random
number block whose minimal value was set to ϕLH and maximal value to ϕOP ; it
1Not a genuine work of the author, made up according the throttle simulation model given in
Appendixes 11 created by Ing R. Grepl, Ph.D.
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Fig. 5.12: Comparison of responses of simulation and real model of throttle (top
graph) to the same input signal (bottom graph).
J∗ 4.10−4 B 0.0625
σ0 0.08 a 0.020
σ1 1 z0 0.001
Tab. 5.3: Estimated parameters of simulation model of electronic throttle.
is further passed through continuous-time transfer function to make the reference
signal smooth. A white noise of power 3.10−13 and sample time 1.10−3s is added to
the output from the plant to simulate a noise from throttle position sensor.
5.2.2 Control design
The same approach was used as in the case of magnetic levitation: PID controller
was tuned first as well as possible and afterwards a FFC was proposed. Performance
of the both was evaluated by nMSE and the results were compared.
PID controller
For our plant, following PID gains seem to be the optimal ones:
 kP = 50
 kI = 50
 kD = 1
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Feed-forward controller
The first attempt was to use the same controller as in the case of magnetic levitation
5.1.2 because both plants have inputs and outputs of the same order; so that all
the parameters remained the same as in section 5.1.2 except for the parameter
ω used in trajectory generator, it was set to value 5.105. The RFWR launching
slope is set to 0.2 what means that it takes 5 seconds from the moment when the
compensation is turned on till it is fully involved in control. The results of simulation
experiments were satisfying and are presented in section 5.2.3. The problem occurred
when the FFC was implemented to real-time application because its results were
very inaccurate. To improve controller performance, we tried to find better RFWR
initial parameters by changing learning rate constant, distance metric constant,
normalization values of input and output data, and we tried also different approaches
to trajectory generating and measured data processing, but nothing seemed to have
a significant impact on regulation improvement. Therefore we came up with the idea
of using more RFWR structures, each for different data set. Following experiments
were performed:
 In the first experiment, two RFWR structures were used, the first one for posi-
tions lower than the value 0.6680 [MU] and the second one for positions higher
than the value 0.6680 [MU], when the value represents approximately the mid-
dle of position range, so that the range of the first area was 〈0.5180; 0.6680〉
and range of the second one was 〈0.6680; 0.8180〉. The results were not sat-
isfactory; receptive fields of the structures seemed not to be trained well and
moreover high oscillations occurred in the positions close to the middle value,
where plate was oscillating between the two areas, each controlled by specific
RFWR structure.
 In the second attempt, the the throttle plate’s operation area was divided into
four areas of equal range according to position. Moreover, a dead-zone posi-
tions were determined in the areas close to the borders of individual neighbour
areas. This has considerably improved regulation in comparison with the pre-
vious experiment but results were still not good enough. Receptive field were
not trained equally well what is due to the character of input signal so that
results were very good in one region but very inaccurate in the another. To
cope with this, either longer learning process, during which the plant would
be controlled by PID only, should have been used or a specific input which
would first equally train all RFWR structures should have been designed. The
draw back of the first possibility is that already long period of training process
would be even four-times longer and the drawback of the second one is that
our desired trajectory could begin only after at least 60 seconds long initial
learning process. Therefore we tried to find some different solution.
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 The third approach varied from the two previous ones in the point that it did
not divide the data according throttle plate position but according velocity
direction. Following rule2 was used for update process and rule without veloc-
ity dead zone ε (denoted as eps in the Matlab code below) involved was used
for prediction. This means that receptive fields of both structures are mainly
concerned in the tasks when the throttle plate is not in steady state and it
changes its position. At the beginning, we were not sure in deed whether we
would benefit from this solution whereas velocity was not considered to be
absolutely relevant information, as it was gained by derivation of already con-
siderably noisy signal. On the other hand, the dead zone ε might serve as some
kind of filter which would neglect the signal noise. Therefore it is necessary to
pay enough attention to tuning of this parameter: if tuned well, it can prevent
RFWR update process from receiving unwanted values; if tuned improperly
it can either have no effect or it can prevent RFWR structures from learning
important data on the other side.
if abs(velocity) > eps,
if velocity > 0 % RFWR1 for velocities HIGHER than eps
m = 1; % an index indicating the first RFWR structure
else % rfs(2,:) for velocities LOWER than eps
m = 2; % an index indicating the second RFWR structure
end
end
All of the improvement attempts mentioned above were designed directly for real-
time applications without testing on simulation models, except for the third one.
The third solution showed good results in simulations and the most satisfactory
results of all the proposed variants in real-time applications therefore it was further
used for experiments. For simulation models ε = 1.10−3 was used, for real-time ones
it varied according to the way of velocity acquisition.
Finally, the algorithm improved in possibility of setting parameters for both RFWR
structures individually what further showed to be very helpful.
5.2.3 Simulation results
First, simulation experiments were performed with one RFWR structure; the ex-
periment time span was set to 120 second in the both cases (PID an FFC) whereas
electronic throttle represents more complex plant with bigger operation range than
magnetic levitation and RFWR algorithm needs more time to find appropriate pa-
rameters of receptive fields. Results of PID regulation are plotted at fig.(5.13) from
2Not genuine work of author of this thesis, written by Ing. R. Grepl, Ph.D.
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which it is visible that they are quite accurate; in approx 30th second there was an
increase of nMSE value almost exceeding value 0.02 but regulation got stabilized
and final value of nMSE 120 seconds after the simulation start reached 0.0184. The
Fig. 5.13: Simulation model of electronic throttle controlled by PID.
fig.(5.14) shows the results of regulation utilizing FFC; as well as in previous case,
unexpected nMSE increase occurred around the 30th second of simulation but in
this case, the controller managed to cope with that bit better and nMSE slightly
exceeded value of 0.0175, after this the nMSE had decreased and 105 seconds after
RFWR compensation was entirely turned on it reached the value of 0.01619 what is
significantly lower than it was when sole PID was used. Also simulation experiments
with FFC using two RFWR structures were performed but their results were not
much different from the ones presented below.
5.2.4 Adaptability testing
Before implementing the controller designed above to real-time applications, the
adaptability of FFC was tested in simulations. The parameter we decided to change
during experiment was kinematic friction constant σ0 from reset integrator model
(eq.3.12). The time when parameter’s step change occurred was set to the 50th
second of simulation where the regulation seems to be stabilized, according to previ-
ously measured characteristics (figs.5.13 and 5.14), and we followed performance of
designed controller further 70 seconds of simulation. The same parameters of FFC
were used as in previously mentioned experiments.
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Fig. 5.14: Simulation model of electronic throttle controlled by FFC.
Four experiments were performed to show how adaptable the algorithm the con-
troller is:
 50% increase of friction constant from initial f0 to the new vale f1 = 1.5f0
 75%
 100%
 150%
The results are shown at the fig.5.15 where nMSE characteristics of individual ex-
periments are depict. It is visible that the controller managed to cope with the
parameter change in the first three situations when nMSEs are lower at the end in
the 120th second than before the change occurred. The fourth experiment can not
be considered satisfying whereas the stabilization process is slower then in previous
three situations.
5.2.5 Rapid control prototyping
Experiments were first performed using sample time 1.10−4 and then sample time
1.10−3; the reason is that we wanted to test suitability of FFC using RFWR for
implementation to common MCUs, for which it is still true that the lower sample
frequency the better. The range of measured position was set to be twice as big as
it was originally. When setting up real-time experiments, following issues had to be
solved.
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Fig. 5.15: Simulation experiment of on-line parameter change of the plant; four
experiments for different changed values were performed.
Hardware-software interface
For all the real-time experiments was used the same hardware and software as it was
for magnetic levitation (dSPACE 1103 hardware and dSPACE Control Desk Devel-
oper Version software). There are three outputs from Simulink model to dSPACE
hardware:
 PWM signal defined by the value of duty cycle; output by PWM block
DS1103SL DSP PWM from dSPACE RTI1103 toolbox library
 Direction signal (DIR) determining sign (the polarity) of input voltage for DC;
output by bit output block DS1103SL DSP BIT OUT C4
 Brake signal (BRK) providing an ability to stop DC motor; output again by
bit output block DS1103SL DSP BIT OUT C6
These signals passed through dSPACE PWM output unit and Bit I/O units an led
to H-Bridge Power Board LMD18200, which is directly connected to the electronic
throttle input pins. The throttle electronics voltage supply is provided by dSPACE
VCC +5V pin and the throttle DC motor is supplied by external voltage source set to
24V . There are two potentiometers attached to the throttle shaft measuring position
of the plate, the signal of one of them was lead out by coaxial cable, connected to
dSPACE interface by BNC connector and using ADC channel and block DS1103
ADC C20 it was imported to Simulink. Another input was a temperature flag from
the power board imported by Bit I/O channel and by block DS1103SL DSP BIT
IN C15.
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Reference signal generator and velocity acquisition
Another task that needed to be solved was how to gain velocities from measured and
reference signals. A few experiments were done which showed that the this question
is crucial for control precision. These possibilities were tested:
 Use trajectory generator proposed in section 4.2 for both measured and gen-
erated velocities and tune parameter ω2 for each of them separately
 Use discrete-time derivation with appropriate filter for both reference and
measured signals
 Use trajectory generator for reference signal and derivation and appropriate
filter for measured signal
According to performed experiments the third alternative was chosen to be used.
To ensure accurate results of FFC, reference and ”measured” velocity should be
similar. Sample frequency plays important role in this task whereas it has impact
to the noise ratio in measured signal therefore two variants were designed:
 For sample time 1.10−4, the measured position signal was first passed through
average filter using 12 neighbour vales then it was passed through discrete-time
derivative and finally filtered by discrete-time transfer function (eq.5.23).
T (z) =
0.005
z − 0.995 (5.23)
The reference velocity was smoothed by trajectory generator described in sec-
tion 4.2 with parameter ω tuned for every experiment individually.
 In the case of sample time 1.10−3, the measured position signal was not so noisy
therefore it was filtered by the same average filter as in previous situation,
derivated and then again passed through average filter using 15 consecutive
values. For reference velocity the same trajectory generator was used as in
previous situation.
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Real-time Simulink model
The basic structure remained the same as for the magnetic levitation, only the
blocks used for communication with dSPACE hardware are joined together in one
subsystem (PIN MAPPING).
Fig. 5.16: Simulink model for real-time control using FFC.
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6.1 Magnetic levitation
There are two main variants of control system designed and tested for magnetic lev-
itation: simple PID controller and feed-forward controller using one RFWR struc-
ture; for comparison, also default Humsoft controller, originally connected to the
purchased product, is tested. The former two ones were tested on simulation model
of magnetic levitation first and only after the simulation results were satisfying,
the designed controllers were implemented to the real plant; the Humsoft controller
was not tested on the simulation model as it was assumed this step was done by
producer. Further, two possible ways of putting RFWR compensation into use are
showed and compared in this section.
The operation range of all controllers is set to 〈1.18; 5.12 〉mm and used sample
time is 1.10−4s.
6.1.1 PID controller
Fig. 6.1: PID controller used for magnetic levitation real-time experiments.
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First, PID used in simulation model was tested in real-time experiments, but
it did not work very well, whereas simulation model always differs from a real one.
Therefore PID gains were manually modified and these PID gains were obtained:
 kP = 8
 kI = 8
 kD = 0.036
The results are shown at fig.(6.1); the nMSE remains approx. on the same level,
except for the first four seconds; the value of nMSE is 0.0158 in the 22nd second of
regulation. There is no reason to expect further improvement of regulation, actually,
according to the nMSE characteristic, it is slowly getting worse.
6.1.2 Feed-forward controller
As well as in the case of PID, parameters of RFWR had to be modified in the
following way:
 Parameter used in trajectory generator: ω2 = 5.105
 learning rate: α = 10
 meta learning rate: Θ = 10
 constant for diagonal distance matrix: d = 5
Other initial parameters were set as:
 inputs and outputs normalized by one
 Parameters for generating/pruning receptive fields: wgen = 0.1;wprune = 0.9
 Parameter used in trajectory generator: ω2 = 2.105
 Penalty constant: γ = 1.0−6
FFC utilizes the same PID as shown above, which is used during first seconds
until RFWR compensation is turned on; in the first experiment, it took approx.
22 seconds until RFWR structure was trained using input and output data from
the plant. After 22s, RFWR prediction algorithm was turned on and local models
became dominant in action values formation, while PID filled up just peaks (fig.6.2).
Number of receptive fields had almost reached the value of upper bound set to
80, there were 79 receptive fields generated. From the first graph at fig.(6.2) it
is visible, that local models had brought high inaccuracies into regulation after
they were turned on have but after c. 2 second, the regulation became stabilized
(receptive fields had adapted to the new situation) and the error between reference
and measured position decreased; according to the graph on top it can be stated
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that RFWR had improved regulation. This is not so clear according to the graph
depict on the bottom of the figure, where nMSE characteristic is shown; according to
this, nMSE of the regulation, after RFWR was put into use and after stabilization,
remains approx. on the level as it was before the RFWR was used, when the plant
was controlled by PID only. The reason is, that turning RFWR compensation on
makes high overshoot in regulation; this can even damage the plant if the RFWR
parameters are not set properly. To solve this problem, local models compensation
Fig. 6.2: Feed-forward control of simulation model: step start of RFWR compensa-
tion after 22s learning process
can be put in action gradually, multiplying the output of RFWR block by ramp
function with values from zero to one with selected slope, in our case 0.2, as it is
shown at fig.(6.3), where RFWR compensation is being introduced since the 12th
second and it is fully used 5 seconds later, since 16th second. These two moments,
when RFWR launching process is at the beginning and at the end, are highlighted by
two dashed lines on the bottom picture of the corresponding figure. When comparing
step and ramp start of RFWR, the results of the second one are much better; first
of all, indicated by nMSE characteristics. The nMSE after 10 seconds from starting
RFWR compensation reached value 0.0174 in the first case (step launching) and
value 0.0140 in the second case (gradual launching of the compensation). Another
advantage of the gradual RFWR start is that number of generated receptive fields
in this case is lower (34 in this experiment) than in the case of step activation (39
in this experiment). Of course, the regulation improvement had continued in the
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Fig. 6.3: Feed-forward control of simulation model: ramp start of RFWR compen-
sation, with slope 0.2, after 12s learning process; two vertical dashed lines indicate
the beginning and the end of “RFWR-turning-on” process.
both cases, what is already not visible at the figures (6.2) and (6.3) and FFC in the
first experiment also exceeded the lowest value of nMSE gained by sole PID, but it
was much later than in the second experiment. In sum, the gradual introduction of
local models was proved to be better and more suitable for practical use.
6.1.3 Default Humsoft controller
The last controller tested on magnetic levitation is original controller designed by
the producer of the magnetic levitation educational model. Its principles and design
are analysed only marginally in this thesis, as it is not genuine work of the author
and it is used only for comparison with the previously introduced controllers. But
the necessary information about it, that has to be mentioned, is that it is again some
type of feed-forward controller, based on PID, whose control signal u(t) is formed
by rule (6.1) which, rewritten into continuous time domain, is shown below, where
ym(t) represents measured process variable and uPID(t) is control signal formed by
PID consisting of three well known parts (for more information see e.g. [12]). The
results of regulation are at fig.(6.4).
u(t) = [1− 0.94 · ym(t)] · uPID(t) (6.1)
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Fig. 6.4: Original controller designed by producer.
6.1.4 Testing the ability to adapt to different initial conditions
The idea of adaptability testing is the same as in the case of simulations (see section
5.1.4) but with some limitations. On-line mass changing would be very difficult to
preform in the case of real-time experiments; the only way how to do this would
be to attach some another object to the ball in the way that the moment of inertia
of the ball in vertical axis would not change; otherwise, the ball would rotate to
move the attached object to the bottom side, facing the position sensor what would
cause inaccuracy in measurement. Therefore, the variant with “off-line” parameter
change was preformed with following steps:
 Use only PID for control for a few seconds at the beginning of the experiment.
It should be mentioned that for all further experiments the very same PID
was used as in all previous real-time experiments.
 Turn RFWR prediction on.
 Stop experiment and change the ball for another one of different weight.
 Train receptive fields again, start prediction and follow, how FFC manages to
cope with a new mass of the object
 Repeat for a few other weights.
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Fig. 6.5: Testing adaptability of FFC to different initial conditions; in the left column
there are results of experiment when the weight of steel ball was increased 1.3 times
and FFC was turned on in the sixth second from the beginning; in the right column
there is experiment when the weight was increased twice and FFC was turned on in
the 19th second from the beginning of experiment; vertical dashed lines indicate the
beginning of RFWR compensation.
In fact, described experiment do not exactly show the adaptability of local models,
but at least hasshown an ability of the algorithm to cope with different initial con-
ditions of the plant.
More experiments were performed and two of them are presented at fig.(6.5); in
the first one shown on the lest side, the ball weight was changed 1.3 times from its
original value 8.4g to the new value of 11g after 6 seconds long learning process; in
the second one shown on the right side the ball weight was changed from its initial
value to the new one which was twice as big (17g). There are only two seconds
captured before FFC was put into use and another 9 seconds during which the FFC
improved regulation in the both experiments. In the case of higher mass change the
learning process lasted 13 seconds longer to assure that receptive fields are learned
well but when comparing nMSE characteristics it seems that even this did not help
and RFWR was not able to provide as quickly regulation improvement as it did in
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the first experiment when the mass change was not so significant; in the first case
(plotted on the left side) nMSE nine seconds after step start of RFWR compensation
reached value 0.0153 and in the second case (plotted on the right) it reached value
0.0163.
6.2 Electronic throttle
The results of local-models algorithm implementation in feed-forward control of
electronic throttle are presented and discussed in this section. All of the experiments
were first performed using sample time 1.10−4s and afterwards using sample time
1.10−3s; the working range of the throttle plate is 〈2; 88 〉 .
6.2.1 Used controllers
Even though, simulation model does not considerably differ from the real one, the
controllers, tuned for the simulation model, had to be tuned again for the real plant.
PID controller
The first control technique tested for all the experiments was simple PID. No so-
phisticated method, such as Ziegler-Nichols, was used for tuning; it was always done
”by-hand”. For experiments with 1.10−4s sample time, derivative part was set to
zero, as it affected the regulation in negative way and two other gains were set to
following values:
 kP = 7.20
 kI = 0.72
 kD = 0
Tuning PID in experiments with 1.10−3 was much more difficult task and despite
high effort, we had not managed to get regulation accuracy comparable to the pre-
vious situation. Finally, these parameters seem to be the best solution:
 kP = 4.90
 kI = 0.18
 kD = 0.015
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Feed-forward controller
There are various approaches to the FFC design introduced in chapter 5 from which
the most suitable one was chosen: the FFC using two RFWR structures, each used
for one velocity direction, seems to be the best of all therefore it was used for all
further experiments, with following initial parameters:
 Chosen velocity dead-zone for update process of receptive fields depends on
sample time because the noise of velocity signal, gained by derivation of noisy
signal from potentiometer, increases with decreasing sample time (i.e. higher
sample frequency). That is why dead-zone span ε4 = 〈−0.1; 0.1 〉 was used for
lower sample time (1.10−4s) and dead-zone span ε3 = 〈−0.05; 0.05 〉 was used
for higher sample time (1.10−3s);
 Parameters for generating/pruning receptive fields: wgen = 0.1;wprune = 0.9
 Parameter used in trajectory generator: ω2 = 5.105
 Penalty constant: γ = 1.0−6
 All inputs and output normalized by one
 Other parameters were set as default (see chapter 5)
6.2.2 Real-time experiments
The results of FFC for sample time 1.10−4s are depict at fig.(6.6); local-models
compensation began gradually in 45th second and in 75th second it was fully turned
on, what is signed by two dashed lines in nMSE characteristic on the bottom. It
is visible that the process of turning RFWR on had brought high inaccuracies into
regulation, as it represents the process when formation of action values is being
changed, i.e. the influence of PID is decreasing and RFWR importance is rising,
what receptive fields are not able to cope with sufficiently. But after this process,
receptive fields seem to be adapted to the new conditions of control process and the
regulation started to improve and its results are better than before FFC was turned
on approximately since the 120th second. Number of generated receptive fields of
each RFWR structure is 80, what means that both structures reached the upper
bound. At this experiment these parameters were used:
 learning rate: α1 = 150;α2 = 150
 meta learning rate: Θ1 = 150; Θ2 = 150
 constants for diagonal distance matrices: d1 = 15; d2 = 150
The results of the experiment, where sample time 1.10−3s was used, is at fig.(6.7);
the RFWR compensation was put into use gradually, it started in 30th second and it
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Fig. 6.6: Application of feed-forward controller with sample time 1.10−4s. Regula-
tion with only PID is shown on the left and with FFC on the right side. The bottom
graph represents nMSEs during whole experiment, the first dashed line highlights
the beginning of RFWR compensation, the second one highlights the point from
which RFWR compensation is totally turned on (for explanation, see chapter 5).
was fully employed in the 80th second what is signed in the figure by two dashed lines.
In contrast with the previous case, the nMSE has significant descending direction
which was started by turning the RFWR compensation on. It has more reasons,
one of them is that PID controller can not be tuned so precisely as in the previous
case when lower sample time was used; the action of opening/closing the valve is
too fast to get accurate trajectory tracing by PID only. Number of receptive fields
in this case was 97 for positive and 61 for negative velocity direction, at the upper
bound set to 102; following initial parameters were used:
 learning rate: α1 = 250;α2 = 250
 meta learning rate: Θ1 = 250; Θ2 = 250
 constants for diagonal distance matrices: d1 = 60; d2 = 150
In the first experiment, the lower sample time enables good results even by sole
PID and the contribution of RFWR algorithm is not so significant, as there are
higher requirements for the hardware and for software and therefore the RFWR
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Fig. 6.7: Application of feed-forward controller with sample time 1.10−3. Regulation
with only PID is shown on the left and with FFC on the right side. The bottom
graph represents nMSEs during whole experiment, the first dashed line highlights
the beginning of RFWR compensation, the second one highlights the point from
which RFWR compensation is totally turned on (for explanation, see chapter 5).
algorithm can not generate as many receptive field as the task would desire whereas
in the second experiment, the requirements for hardware involved in computation
are lower and local-models algorithm can be used more effectively.
6.2.3 Adaptability tests
Two different experiments were performed to test an adaptability of the electronic
throttle:
1. Temperature change: during regulation process, the plant was heated up by
hot-air gun from its initial temperature of 25C to the temperature of 70C.
The temperature was measured by infra-red thermometer.
2. Plate’s moment of inertia change: during experiment, the throttle plate was
held in steady state for more than 10s while a piece of steel weighting 35g was
fastened to it.
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Temperature change
In the experiment, when sample time was set to 1.10−4s, the RFWR compensation
started in 20ths and in 120ths the plant began to be heated up by hot-air gun for
one minute until the steel throttle case reached the temperature 70C. Performance
of FFC before heating up is depict at fig.(6.8) on the left side with its action values;
on the right side, there is a 30 seconds long interval of regulation stabilization
after 60 seconds heating process shown at the right side. According to the nMSE
characteristics, shown on the bottom, it is visible that the increasing temperature
caused deterioration of regulation and nMSE has ascending characteristics until
the receptive fields were re-trained to the actual conditions and they came into
play to compensate the impact of temperature change. Heating had caused higher
oscillation of the plate angle around desired position, RFWR algorithm is not able
to cope with as receptive fields are not trained for small velocities. Number of
generated receptive field by both structures is [82; 74] before heating up and [82; 82]
after it, where value of 82 represents upper bound; the initial parameters were set
to:
 learning rate: α1 = 150;α2 = 150
 meta learning rate: Θ1 = 150; Θ2 = 150
 constants for diagonal distance matrices: d1 = 15; d2 = 150
The experiment, where sample time 1.10−3s was used, was performed in the same
way as the previous one with only different time when RFWR compensation was
turned on (in this case it was in the 30th) second and when the heating process
began (150th) second. The results are at fig.(6.9); again, regulation before temper-
ature increase is on the left and after heating on the right side of the figure. The
nMSE, shown on the bottom, shows that temperature change had no influence on
the regulation and nMSE had descending characteristics during the process. The
reason is lower complexity of the task, whereas the process is defined by lower num-
ber of data points and there are less ”query points” to be approximated, with lower
sample frequency also lower requirements for the hardware are bound, what enables
setting higher upper bound for number of receptive fields which was set to 102. The
total number of generated receptive fields of both RFWR structures was [97; 61] and
following parameters were used:
 learning rate: α1 = 250;α2 = 250
 meta learning rate: Θ1 = 250; Θ2 = 250
 constants for diagonal distance matrices: d1 = 60; d2 = 150
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6.2: Electronic throttle
Fig. 6.8: Testing adaptability of the controller to temperature change using sample
time 1.10−4s. Regulation before heating up is on the left and after heating on the
right side; normalized mean square error is on the bottom. The dashed line in the
bottom graph represents the end of temperature increase.
Moment of inertia change
The idea of testing adaptability on change of moment of inertia is to provide an
alternative experiment to the temperature change, but in contrast with it, this
experiment is more difficult to perform. Ideally, a solid object whose weight is
comparable with the throttle plate weight should be placed at the edge of the plate to
cause the maximal moment of inertia change without interrupting the measurement.
This could be hardly achieved, as the shape of the used steel object was not round
to fit the throttle cylinder, therefore it was fixed to the plate as close to the edge as
possible. Moreover, holding the plate in steady state for more than 10s brings some
inaccuracies into results, i.e. this represents much easier task for the controller and
desired position is easier to trace, what reduces nMSE. After fastening the object,
when typical reference signal is again used, nMSE has much lower value and it is
difficult to compare the regulation results before and after parameter change. To
solve this, the values of nMSE recorded during the object fastening were deleted
from results and nMSE values of the process after parameter change were shifted
to the last value recorded before the parameter change. Again, as in previous case,
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6.2: Electronic throttle
Fig. 6.9: Testing adaptability of the controller to temperature change using sample
time 1.10−3s. Regulation before heating up is on the left and after heating on the
right side; normalized mean square error is on the bottom. The dashed line in the
bottom graph represents the end of temperature increase.
there are two possibilities with different sample times tested. The variant with
sample time 1.10−4s is at fig.(6.10); training process took 25s, in 198ths the plate
was turned to zero, so called ”limp-home”, position and during following 13s a piece
of steel of weight 35g was fixed to it. After this, reference signal was again switched
to the original; there are results before moment of inertia change on the left and after
the change on the right side of the fig.(6.10). The bottom graphs show the gradual
improvement of regulation achieved by local models before the change and also the
performance of controller after the change. The regulation after the change got worse
and nMSE arose to the value 0.056, where its growth was stopped approximately in
255ths and it started to fall. Unfortunately, the further values were not recorded,
so that we can only assume, that the decrease of nMSE continued onwards. Both
RFWR structures contained 82 receptive fields, what was maximum for that task.
Used initial parameters:
 learning rate: α1 = 150;α2 = 150
 meta learning rate: Θ1 = 150; Θ2 = 150
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6.2: Electronic throttle
Fig. 6.10: Testing adaptability of the controller to moment of inertia change using
sample time 1.10−4s. Regulation, action values and nMSE before change are on
the left and after change on the right side (these results are not the evidence of
adaptability because the experiment ended up too early).
 constants for diagonal distance matrices: d1 = 15; d2 = 150
At fig.(6.11), there is a second variant where sample time 1.10−3s was used; training
process was 29 seconds long, the plate inertia change started in 146ths and finished
in 158ths; data processing, esp.dealing with nMSE values, was done in the same way
as in previous case and following initial parameters were used:
 learning rate: α1 = 250;α2 = 250
 meta learning rate: Θ1 = 250; Θ2 = 250
 constants for diagonal distance matrices: d1 = 60; d2 = 150
According to the two bottom characteristics of nMSE it can be stated that RFWR
coped with parameter change very well; it took only approximately 5 seconds until
the parameters of 97 receptive fields of the first and 61 receptive fields of the second
RFWR structure had been changed and adapted for current conditions. In com-
parison with the previous case, the results of how much RFWR algorithm improved
regulation are much better; on the other hand, the lowest value of nMSE in the
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6.2: Electronic throttle
Fig. 6.11: Testing adaptability of the controller to moment of inertia change using
sample time 1.10−3s. Regulation, action values and nMSE before change are on the
left and after change on the right side.
case of 1.10−3s sample time is almost twice as high as the lowest value in the case
of 1.10−3s. From this we can judge that utilization of RFWR algorithm with high
sample frequencies does not contribute to the regulation in such significant way as
it does in lower sample frequencies.
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7 Possible improvements,
questions for future work
The proposed FFC is far from perfection and it still needs to be improved, e.g. in
these these areas:
 Extend the RFWR algorithm rewritten to Embedded Matlab by involving
different kernel functions and by possibility of easy switching among them.
 Experiments showed that launching feed-forward compensation gradually
brings inaccuracies into regulation only after RFWR is used for more than
approx. 65%, since reaching this value it is good to slow down the launching
process. This could be done by replacing linear launching of the control signal
from RFWR by e.g. logarithmic one with properly chosen parameters.
 Very useful would be to state some rules according which initial parameters of
receptive field could be set with respect to the dimensions and characteristics
of input and output signals.
 Implement proposed FFC for MCU and test its suitability
Local models used in feed-forward control represent very interesting scientific area
worthy of further study; we would consider interesting to find answers to following
questions:
 Is local-models algorithm reliable enough to be used in industry?
 Would it be possible (and useful) to replace gradient search in RFWR algo-
rithm by different (more sophisticated) one, e.g. GA, pattern search, etc.?
 How useful would be utilization of Locally weighted projection regression al-
gorithm for real plant (e.g. electronic throttle) control?
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8 Conclusion
The most important aim of the thesis is to test whether local models algorithm can
be favourably used in feed-forward control for real plants. The way how to achieve
this is defined by the three main goals in chapter 2 which were carefully followed
and fulfilled.
First we showed how Receptive field weighted regression works on a few examples
consisting of 3D function fitting and inverse dynamic task solving. After that the
idea of its utilization in feed-forward controller was presented and tested on on a
computational model of generally non-linear plant with one degree of freedom rep-
resented by damped oscillator. To gain this, RFWR algorithm was rewritten from
Matlab in to Embedded Matlab code with respect to the intention of running the
code in real-time applications.
When the results were satisfying computational models of the two mechatronic
plants were designed with desired accuracy and FFC was used for their control.
According these simulations we could expect successful implementation of the con-
troller for real plants whereas FFC has improved trajectory tracing in almost all of
the performed simulations. Another thing that was found out during simulations
and later confirmed by experiments on real plants is that it depends on the way how
feed-forward compensation is turned on; if it is launched by step, high overshoot in
regulation occurs in most of the situations therefore it is more convenient to launch
it gradually, e.g. linearly. Simulations have also confirmed what could be intuitively
supposed that electronic throttle represents more complex plant than magnetic levi-
tation educational model what could be proclaimed by the respective time intervals
of both simulation models needed for training and stabilization process. Further we
have tested the ability of adaptation of designed controller in simulations where it
was discovered that the controller is able to change its parameters to adjust actual
task but the time it needs for this is proportional to the extension of the particular
change.
Encouraged by achievements in simulations, we implemented designed FFC for real-
time applications; dSPACE hardware and software tools were used for this purpose.
The importance of the way how feed-forward compensation is put into use is even
more visible here since if it is not launched slowly enough it can have deteriorating
influence on regulation instead of improving one. For electronic throttle the FFC
needed to be modified because the one used for magnetic levitation and in all com-
puter simulations was not sufficient; more variants were proposed from which the
following one was chosen: two RFWR structures were used instead of one, each for
different velocity direction. Such controller seems to have the best regulation results
of the all applied to electronic throttle. The question of trajectory generating seems
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to be very important for the regulation accuracy therefore high attention was given
to trajectory generator and measured data processing in every individual situation.
The correct adaptability testing was performed only in the case of electronic throttle;
in the case of magnetic levitation the performed experiments could be classified only
as tests on adaptability to different initial conditions in which a few experiments
with levitation object of different weight were done. In the case of throttle, two
different parameter-change tests were performed; in the first one the temperature
of the plant was increased from the initial one (25C) to 70C and in the second one
moment of inertia of the throttle plate was increased by sticking a 35g steel object
to it. The adaptability of FFC was proven in the both cases.
The last question we were interested in was whether designed FFC could be imple-
mented to ordinary MCU for electronic throttle control; this was tested by setting
lower sample frequencies than in all previous experiments, from 1.104Hz to 1.103Hz.
The experiments has shown that for the lower sample frequency the benefit of FFC
is even much more significant than for the higher one; the major reason is that the
studied process is very fast so that PID controller can not be tuned so precisely at
lower sample frequency what results in higher nMSE whereas RFWR structures are
able to produce control signal similar to the one produced in the case of higher sam-
ple frequency and therefore is their contribution to regulation improvement much
significant. Based on the results we can assume that FFC can be conveniently used
in MCU for electronic throttle control. At the end, to summarize the whole project,
properly set feed-forward control utilizing Receptive field weighted regression can
be very useful for the control of highly non-linear and unstable plants.
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10 List of abbreviations and
symbols
Symbol - Description
ADC - Analog to digital converter
ADCH - Analog to digital channel
DAC - Digital to analog converter
DACH - Digital to analog channel
LSB - Least significant bit
NN - Neural Network
RFWR - Receptive Fields Weighted Regression
LWR - Locally weighted regression
RF - Receptive field
RFs - Receptive fields
MCU - Microcontroller unit
ET - Electronic throttle
FFC - Feed-forward controller
MSE - Mean square error
nMSE - Normalized mean square error
RCP - Rapid control prototyping
Fa - Accelerating force [N ]
Fm - Electromagnetic force [N ]
Fb - Damping force [N ]
Fg - Gravity force [N ]
i - Current [A]
x - Position of the steel ball [m]
x˙ - First time derivation of position, i.e. velocity [m/s]
x¨ - Second time derivation of position, i.e. acceleratio [m/s2]
kc - Coil constant [Nm2/A2]
x0 - Coil offset [m]
m - Gravity of the steel ball [kg]
g - Gravitational acceleration [ms2]
kFV - Magnatic and mechanic damping constant [N/ms]
kAD - Analog to digital conversion coefficinet [MUV ]
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Symbol - Description
kDA - Digital to analog conversion coefficinet [ VMU ]
ki - Coil and amplifier gain
Ta - Coil and amplifier time constant [s]
kam - Amplifier gain
ks - Current sensor gain
RC - Coil resistance [Ω]
LC - Coil inductance [H]
RS - Resistance of feedback resistor [Ω]
kf - Aggregated coil and amplifier constant [Nm2/V 2]
u - Voltage [V ]
SI - Le Systčme International d’Unités (fr.)
MU - Machine units
uRFWR - Ccontrol signal prodced by RFWR block
uPID - Control signal prodced by PID block
ref - Reference signal
D - Distance metric matrix
DC - Direct current
I/O - Input - output
emf - Electromotive force
3D - Three-dimensional (e.g. considering space)
Ft - Friction force [N ]
FC - Coulomb friction force [N ]
sgn - signum (mathematical function)
R - Resistance of rotor [Ω]
L - Rotor inductance [H]
ui - Induced voltage [V ]
mel - Electrical torque generated by motor
cφ - Motor’s torque constant also called back emf constant
kM1 - Input voltage related aggregated constants
kM2 - Damping related aggregated constants
i12 - Transmission ratio [−]
η12 - Transmission efficiency [−]
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11 Appendixes
Model of electronic throttle
function [acceleration,dp,dx,u friction,u spring] =
throttle force(u,x,friction kin,a,p0,beta,...
phi LH,phi LHO,phi LHC,k LH,k OP,k CL,...
BodyInertial,b viscous,...
phi OP, phi CL,friction)
phi = x(1);
velocity = x(2);
p = x(3);
u = compute spring force(phi,phi LH,phi LHO,phi LHC,k LH,k OP,k CL);
u friction,dp= compute friction(p,velocity,friction kin,a,p0,beta);
F hardstop = 0;
acceleration = 1/BodyInertial*( u - b viscous*velocity - u spring - u friction -
F hardstop );
dx = [velocity;acceleration;dp];
%------------------------------------------------------------------------
function Fk = compute spring force(phi,phi LH,phi LHO,phi LHC,k LH,k OP,k CL)
if phi > phi LHO
Fk = k LH*(phi LHO-phi LH)+k OP*(phi-phi LHO);
elseif phi < phi LHC
Fk = k LH*(phi LHC-phi LH)+k CL*(phi-phi LHC);
else
Fk = k LH*(phi-phi LH);
end
%------------------------------------------------------------------------
function [T,dp] = compute friction(p,velocity,friction kin,a,p0,beta)
if (velocity>0 p>=p0) || (velocity<0 p<=-p0)
dp = 0;
else
dp = velocity;
end
if abs(p) < p0
a = a;
else
a = 0;
end
T = (1+a )*friction kin/p0*p + beta*dp;
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